Laboratory Inspections - OVERVIEW

BSL2 Lab Inspections

BSL2 laboratories are inspected by the Biosafety Office at least once per year. Lab occupants should consult the inspection check list to prepare for inspection.

Get Checklist

The verification of an inventory for biohazard items has been added to the lab inspection list. The Biosafety office created a template that can be used to record laboratories inventory.

Inventory Template

Replace examples with your information.

BSL2 Lab Door Signs

According to the CDC and NIH, BSL2 laboratories must have signs posted on their access doors.

Those signs must contain:

• Name of the infectious agent(s) or potential infectious materials (e.g. human blood, human cells)
• PPE requirements for entering the area
• Name, telephone number of the PI and other lab responsible person(s).

For a fillable door sign, go below:

BSL2 Lab

OR

BSL2 Lab: HDM

To be posted on labs where the biohazardous items are restricted to human-derived materials/HDM (e.g. blood, cell lines, tissues)

Biosafety Office: 513-558-6182 inbiocom@ucmail.uc.edu